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The Italian company, È COSÌ, a market leader in 
the professional cleaning sector, complements 
their product and service portfolio with WellAir, an 
innovative project involving exclusive essential oils 
benefiting our well-being.

WellAir has been developed especially for
healthcare institutions where the focus must be on
the well-being of patients in addition to thorough
hygiene.

The project combines cleaning efficiency with the
recognised positive effects of aromatherapy.

Cleaning and well-being 
in two simple steps:

Cleaning with ONS

Spraying WellAir 
essential oils

The project
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Smell is a crucial aspect of modern communication
that stimulates our senses. 
The involvement of multiple sensory organs makes 
the message come across more efficiently on both 
rational and emotional level.

According to the latest, widespread experience-
based approach of scent marketing and in line 
with the philosophy and experiences of the WellAir 
project smell is a strong stimulus that affects 
the well-being of people working and staying in
healthcare institutions and at community places.

The market
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Marco 
Mussoni

F T  V

Based on the experience of the aroma expert 
Marco Mussoni the ÈCOSÌ laboratory developed, 
selected and designed 66 exclusive essences that 
go back to three aroma families – flowery, fruity 
and green – and can be used throughout the day 
in areas visited with various intensity.

The product

Aroma and perfume creator who 
studied several years essential-
ly in France, the homeland of 
perfumes, in the Galimard di 
Grasse laboratory and in Italy. At 
first he became familiar with the 
ingredients as a trainee and had 
his practical training with different 
companies in the perfume sector. 
Today, he takes part in different 
projects involving multiple senses 
in the cosmetic industry, wine-
growing and gastronomy, as well 
as the enhancement of personal 
well-being.

FLOWERY 
ESSENTIAL OILS

FRUITY
ESSENTIAL OILS

GREEN
ESSENTIAL OILS
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We selected 9 of the 66 essences created in 
the laboratory that are most suitable for the 
healthcare-hospital environment.
The aromas of the 9 essences give the feeling of 
relaxation and balance which contribute to the 
well-being of the patients, visitors and employees
 of healthcare institutions.

The idea

BF Private areas
RARELY VISITED

GOOD MORNING GOOD AFTERNOON GOOD EVENING

GOOD MORNING GOOD AFTERNOON  GOOD EVENINGAF Community areas
FREQUENTLY VISITED 

MF Community areas
LESS FREQUENTLY VISITED 

GOOD MORNING GOOD AFTERNOON  GOOD EVENING

Pure organic 
essential oils
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The essential oils

MELLISSA ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: it strengthens, calms and regulates 
the malfunctioning hormonal system and stimu-
lates the gastro-intestinal system

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: morning / rarely visited

BERGAMOT ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: vitalising, energising, characteristic, 
stimulating, strengthening, regenerating

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: afternoon / rarely 
visited and frequently visited

CYPRUS ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: reduces the swelling of the venous 
blood vessels and the lymphatic system

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: evening / rarely visited

NEROLI ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: balancing, energising the heart, 
reducing distress and depression, beneficial in 
case of emotional traumas

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: morning / rarely visited 
and frequently visited

MANDARIN ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: vitalising, energising, characteristic, 
stimulating, strengthening, regenerating

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: afternoon / rarely 
visited and frequently visited

PINE ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: relaxing, calming, refreshing, sooth-
ing, tranquillising, mellowing

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: evening / rarely visited 
and frequently visited

YLANG YLANG ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: protecting, optimistic, hopeful, jovial, 
beneficial, reassuring

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: morning / rarely visited

CEDAR ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: regenerates the lymphatic and the 
circulatory system and generally the metabolism

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: afternoon / rarely 
visited

PATCHOULI ESSENTIAL OIL

FEATURES: relaxing, calming, refreshing, sooth-
ing, tranquillising, mellowing

PART OF THE DAY/AREA: evening / frequently 
and rarely visited 

16B ESSENCE 13-A1 ESSENCE* 17-C ESSENCE

19-A1 ESSENCE

22-A ESSENCE

21-B1 ESSENCE*

22-B1B ESSENCE

19-C3 ESSENCE

20-C ESSENCE
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The offer

With the selection of the 9 essences we offer two 
alternatives to healthcare institutions:
 
    - the essential oil package selected by È COSÌ

    - or a customised package, adjusted to the   
       special needs of the given institution, taken   
       into account 
 • the different essences / flowery, fruity, green
 • the part of the day / morning, afternoon, evening 
 • whether the rooms are frequently or rarely visited.

Pure organic 
essential oils
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In order to present the project in the best possible 
light and to introduce the 9 essences, we offer a 
first-hand experience to intrigue the senses.

Sense of smell
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In the interest of the best practice regarding 
the products and the services, the company – 
together with the R&D team – is available to offer
targeted guidance and training for the staff of the 
institution.

Testing

L’ESSENZA DEL BENESSEREWellAir

CATALOGO ESSENZE
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Characteristics
Usage short

Name of the essence

Characteristics

The data sheets
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www.ecosi.it


